Electronic Readers in School

Personal electronic readers (i.e. Kindle, Nook) are allowed to be brought to school for independent reading use, with parent permission and within the following parameters.

- **The school, or school district, assumes no responsibility for any damage or loss to any personal electronic reader brought to school.**
- Electronic readers may be used in school for **reading text only**. No internet access from a personal electronic reader will be allowed in school.
- All content on a personal electronic reader brought in to school must be considered appropriate for elementary age students. The teacher retains the right to determine if a text being read on an electronic reader is appropriate for the child, just as the teacher determines the appropriateness of print material being read in school.
- Parents wishing their child to be allowed to bring their personal electronic readers to school must sign a permission slip annually, indicating they understand and agree to the conditions under which such use is allowed. Permission slips will be retained by the classroom teacher.
- Any violation of these conditions will result in the revoking of the child’s permission to use the personal electronic reader in school.

Permission for Personal Electronic Reader use in School

I give permission for my child, ____________________________, grade _______ to bring his/her personal electronic reader to school for the **sole purpose of reading text** during independent reading times in school. I understand that by granting my permission, I am taking **responsibility** for making sure that the content loaded on to the electronic reader is appropriate for elementary school aged children. In addition, I understand that the school assumes no responsibility for any loss of, or damage to, the personal electronic reader which may occur as a result of it being brought to school. I agree to label the electronic reader with my child’s name.

This permission needs to be renewed each year the child is at Mendon Center Elementary School and will be kept on file by the child’s classroom teacher.

Signature: __________________________________________________________

Date: _______________________________________________________________